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All-In-One
Expandable

Zone-Adder ™
Expansion Panels

MODEL MZS4 MODEL MZA2

MODEL MDP3 MODEL MZP4MODEL MDPA2

Control 2, 3 or 4 zones in a single panel 
for up to three stages of heating and two 
stages of cooling in conventional and heat 
pumps systems. (Dual fuel heat pumps 
require separate dual fuel control).  The 
MZS4 can use either all single stage or all 
heat pump thermostats to control either 
type of system.  The MZS4 is expandable 
up to 10 Zones using multiple MZA2. 

The MZA2 is a two-zone expansion 
panel used specifically with the MZS4.  
When more than four (4) zones are 
required, the MZA2 is used with the 
MZS4 to add extra zones.  A maximum 
of three (3) MZA2 panels can be used 
to get up to 10 zones total.  For more 
zones, use the MDP3 and MDPA2 adder  
panels for up to 103 zones.

NEW Digi-Zone™, Model MDP3 panel 
controls two or three zones on any HVAC 
system; up to three stages of heating, and 
two stages of cooling. Also controls heat 
pumps and dual fuel, as well as many 
geothermal heat pumps. Menu-driven
digital display guides installer through 
settings for each type of system, and 
accurately sets timings and sensor 
temperature settings.

Control 2, 3 or 4 zones in a single  
panel for up to three stages of  
heating and two stages of cooling in  
conventional and heat pumps systems. 
(Dual fuel heat pumps require separate 
dual fuel kit, use MDP3 for included 
dual fuel operation.  MZP4 can use  
either all single stage or all heat pump 
thermostats to control either type of 
system. Also features built-in zone 
damper test buttons for easy checkout.  
This panel is non-expandable.

The MDPA2 Ver. 04 is used with the 
MDP3 Ver. 04 when zones need to be 
added. Each MDPA2 Ver. 04 adds 2 
zones and can zone up to 103 zones 
with the MDP3 Ver. 04.


